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Lecture summary:

Rudolf II (18 July 1552 – 20 January 1612) was the ruler of the Holy Roman Empire (1576–1612), which covered much of Central Europe. He has long been acknowledged as a great and influential patron of the arts and sciences, and yet, some mystery surrounds his intentions. During his lifetime he was censured for devoting too much of his energy to his collection, and too little to his duties as Emperor. His accusers charged him with madness and mania, yet we may ask, was there more to his collecting than personal obsession?

This lecture will delve into Rudolf II’s Kunstкамmer (art collection) to consider whether the wonders of art found inside connect with his ambitions as Emperor. Precious and rare objects forged by the greatest artists of the age were assembled alongside some of the most curious paintings of the early modern period – assemblages of objects constructed to form great heads representing the Seasons and Elements. Was this vast collection the treasury of madman, or did it amount to something more than its individual parts may suggest?
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